BEGINNING
MIDDLE
& END

SCHOOL OF ART GALLERY
ELLERY CRES ACTON CANBERRA
P +61 2 6125 5841
W SOA.AN U.EDU.AU
E SOFAGALLERY@ANU.EDU.AU

HOURS (UNLESS SPECIFIED)
TUES-FRIO 10.30AM-5.00PM
SAT NOON-5.00PM
CLOSED PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

COVER IMAGES
Anna Madeleine, All I Need Is Me (Just In Case)
Art galleries are more than just places to drape pictures or put objects, they can be laboratories for experimenting with time, process, and audience interaction. Beginning Middle and End is an opportunity for students, lecturers and national and international artists to work together and occupy the School of Art Gallery with time-based art. It will focus on a series of performance, screen, and sound events, which are listed here, while between times changing and evolving installations and exhibitions will be available for viewing. Experimental art works in all kinds of media will be welcome, as long as they have a beginning, a middle, and an end.

BEGINNING PERFORMANCE PARTY
Featuring a variety of performances and music
6PM SATURDAY 5th SEP.
10AM TO 4PM 10th & 11th SEP.

DRAWING AS PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP
Taken by Barbara Campbell

BEGINNING 3 - 12 SEPTEMBER
VIDEO | INSTALLATION | OBJECTS

EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS
Featuring the work of Core students, Digital Media students, and Photomedia students
6PM MONDAY 14 SEP.

PRACTICE-LED RESEARCH IN DIGITAL MEDIA
Featuring screening and installations from Australian artists working in academic contexts
6PM FRIDAY 18 SEP.

ARTISTS
Miroslav Bukovsky
James Lieutenant
Kate Vasallo
Tim Dwyer
Robert Guth
Janet Meaney
Lisa Clunie

Jason Nelson
Rosemary Woodcock
Lionirs Torre
Dr Dean Bruton
Ryszard Dabek
Dr onacLV
David McDowell
Mitchell Whitelaw
Jonathan McCabe

Lucien Leon
Christopher Fulham
Tracey Meziane
Benson
Anna Madeleine
Emma Veal
Amin Polangi
Torben Sko

EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS

804x152

ARTISTS
Andrew Sorensen (QUT Brisbane)
Ben Swift
Gilles Aubry (Berlin)
Lisa Lay/Charles Martin
Shoeb Ahmad/Evan Walker
Les Collins/Kimmo Venonen
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